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GUY Beahm update. We told
how he copped a Twitch ban for
being naughty at E3. Well, his return
may be tomorrow. Guy — aka Dr Disrespect — has been posting teaser

videos on his Twitter. He also said
sorry for his E3 misdemenour. He
said: “We were so into the E3 IRL
journey that we became a little blind
in what’s OK and what’s not OK.”

NO QUICK FIX
NEW
MUSIC

By Jim Gellatly
10 FOR TRNSMT

THIS week Jim picks out some
homegrown talent set to shine on
Glasgow Green next weekend.
LEWIS CAPALDI (above)
Main Stage, Sunday
He played the King Tut’s Stage in the
first year of the festival, and last year
was elevated to the Main Stage. He
makes it a hat-trick with Snow Patrol
sadly pulling out. Expect quality banter and chart-topping songs.
THE EVES
Queen Tut’s Stage, Sunday
DF Concerts hope the new stage will
pave the way for a new generation of
female headliners, breaking down
the Gender Play Gap. It’s a great
chance for The Eves to showcase
their sophisticated blend of alt.
country and pop.
THE DUNTS
King Tut’s Stage, Saturday
Part of Glasgow’s exciting new
breed of punk-fuelled indie rock ‘n’
rollers, The Dunts’ star continues to
ascend. TRNSMT should open them
up to an even wider audience. A
future Main Stage slot beckons.
LAUREN SPITERI
Queen Tut’s Stage, Friday
The Glasgow singer-songwriter will
be making her festival debut. Her
singles Someone Else’s Dream and
Bitterbug show loads of promise.
Brooding melancholic pop, with a
raw stripped-back feel exposing her
delicate, sultry vocals. And, yes,
she’s Sharleen’s niece.
GERRY CINNAMON
Main Stage, Friday
Along with Capaldi, Gerry is the
highest-placed Scot on the bill. Last
year he had the crowd lapping up his
urban folk. He returns to the Main
Stage fresh from the release of his
latest anthem Canter.
SWIM SCHOOL
Queen Tut’s Stage, Saturday
The Edinburgh outfit have only
released two tracks, but are already
one of my favourite new acts. Singer
Alice Johnson is a star in waiting.
THE SNUTS
Main Stage, Saturday
Their hard work is paying off, with a
record deal with Parlophone. The
West Lothian indie outfit are fast
becoming a major attraction.
STEPHANIE CHEAPE
Queen Tut’s Stage, Sunday
Her cool, sassy dark pop has been
turning heads since the release of
her debut single Blood Sweat &
Fear, written with Twin Atlantic’s Sam
McTrusty and Ross McNae.
RETRO VIDEO CLUB
King Tut’s Stage, Sunday
Hooking up with Manchester-based
Lab Records, the Edinburgh lads
have clocked up over 2million Spotify streams. Last year they played
Edinburgh Summer Sessions with
Bastille and The Vaccines. TRNSMT
is another sign that they are on the
rise with their infectious indie rock.
CARLY CONNOR
Queen Tut’s Stage, Friday
Tipped for big things at the start of
the decade when she signed to
Atlantic Records, the Easterhouse
lass has come full circle. Now
embracing country music, she’s
back on the right track with her fabulous new EP The Goldie Hawn Stole
My Guitar.
l Jim presents a weekly showcase of New
Music on Amazing Radio, Sundays 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com
jimgellatly.com

Watch a video of the band
at: thescottishsun.co.uk

WE all know sims allow you
to unleash your inner racer,
train driver or tractor driver,
but car mechanic?
OK, it’s on the more
bizarre side of sim life, but
the creation from Polish
studio PlayWay aims to let
you fix motors and turn
scrap cars into cash.
There is no learning
curve — you are
straight in at the deep
end. The tutorial is
dreadful. Instead of
learning about each
tool in the garage
and getting tips on
the best way to go,
you get a small bit of text —
and even then only if you
walk up to it.
The two tutorial cars only
need oil changes so not
much insight there.
You start with a steady
flow of jobs where you need
to fix an array of problems

Car Mechanic Simulator
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £24.99

on a range of cars. In many
ways the game does what it
says on the tin — it lets you
be a mechanic, so you’ll
spend your time fixing,
tweaking and upgrading.
Occasionally, you get to
buy parts and do test
drives.
It has an OK look,
with good detail on
the cars. The menus
are clear if a bit
convoluted at times.
But it is hard work if
you want to get to fun
parts like having your own
car, a bigger garage or getting to the race track. The
camera is also a bit dodgy.
If you like Fast N’ Loud or
Bitchin’ Rides then this may
scratch a small itch.
HHú
STUART CULLEN

TRUCK STOP

IT’S pretty cool watching
20-tonne monster trucks
do their stuff — so it’s no
surprise to see them jump
into the digital world.
Rainbow Studios lets you
jump behind the wheel of
25 trucks — but many are
locked and can only be
freed with cash from
winning events.
There are a handful
of modes but most of
your time will be
spent in career —
earning that money.
When you’re not
doing an event there
is a sort of open-world playground with stunts and
jumps as well as a few collectables.
Career is a by-thenumbers affair where you
work
though
a
few
championships but, sadly,
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NUMSKULL Designs is
teaming up with
Gearbox Software to produce a range of official
Borderlands 3 merchandise
ahead of
the game’s
launch in
September. You
can expect
standard

Monster Jam Steel Titans
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £34.99
most of it is in arenas rather
than
ripping
up
the
wilderness.
Bizarrely, new trucks
don’t have any stats so you
have to upgrade them from
the ground up. That is
a bit of a pain
when you need the
maxxed-out version
later in the game.
It also sucks a bit
that there is no multiplayer mode.
The
trucks
are
detailed but the handling
and physics are twitchy.
Monster
Jam:
Steel
Titans is a fun break from
your usual racer, but the
lack of options will grind.
HHú
STUART CULLEN

ware like steel mugs and candles but also a giant Rampager incense burner, MOXXI
bar set and a range of characters styled as rubber
ducks.
See
numskull.
com/officialborderlandsmerchandise
for full range.
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THE Goodwood Festival of
Speed got a gaming theme this
weekend — with Forza painter
Stuart Baird’s 2019 Ranger Raptor
design. He said: “ Turn 10 asked me

TAKE your F1 2019 gaming to the next
level with Noblechairs. The firm has
teamed up with the Mercedes-AMG
Petronas eSports team to release a new
luxury chair.
The Noblechairs Mercedes-AMG
Petronas Motorsport Edition
may be a mouthful but it is
good quality and very stylish.
It does have an F1-style
price tag — it will set you
back £349.99. For info,
see overclockers.co.uk/
mercedes-amgpetronas

Race is on
for eSports
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
NO ONE knows their way around the virtual F1
paddock like Lee Mather.
The game director on this year’s instalment has
been with the franchise for 11 years but managed a
real fan-boy moment with the legendary F1 technical
director Ross Brawn, below.
He said “We wanted to bring customisation to the
game and we weren’t sure how best to do it because
we can’t show favouritism to one team or make
changes to the cars.
“So we came up with the idea of creating a car
with Ross Brawn. Pat Symonds was involved too.
Between our car team and the guys we created a
car that is built around the letter of the rules.
“Then they helped us make it look right by
tweaking the wings — it was a great opportunity and
I think it gives us a grounding to build on the
multiplayer side of things.”
It may not be as evolved as in the likes of Forza
Motorsports, but Lee — pictured above with
STUART CULLEN — feels this is just the beginning.
He said: “The first step was to get a car we could
customise then bring in a cool level
of customisation which we have
never had before. You have a
number of skins and colours and
you can also customise your suit,
helmet, gloves and boots, which
opens more up for the player.
“Something like the Forza
system takes a huge amount of
time to develop — it’s not just the
feature, it’s also the moderation as
well and, in a real sport like Formula 1, you need to be careful about what people
are putting on the side of a Formula 1 car.”
One of the biggest changes is the focus on
eSports and Lee believes it’s just a matter of time
before a virtual driver makes it onto the real F1 grid.
He said: “That leap to Formula 1 is always going to
be big but we are already seeing the likes of
Brandon Leigh in a single-seat racer. That’s a huge
move for someone who has never driven a car —
winning the F1 eSports championship and jumping
into a real car and showing skill in it.
“There is a whole new eSports area in the game
plus we want to reward players for trying it out so
you can unlock customisation items for taking part.
It’s trying to get people to engage in the online side
of things as well as seeing just how much fun it can
be. When you see your game is changing people’s
lives — that’s not something I never expected. That
is really exciting and emotional.”
But Lee also admits the game helps racers whose
careers have stalled because of a lack of
cash, like Musselburgh’s Graham
Carroll, left. He added: “If you look
at Graham Carroll and David
Greco, there are drivers who have
made it into a form of motor sport
but haven’t been able to stay
there and have taken a step into
SIM racing. It keeps them relevant to what’s happening at the
minute and it’s a great showcase of
your talent. Graham is part of the
Red Bull programme so that’s
opened doors for him.”

ALAN
Wake news:
Remedy has
regained publishing
rights from Microsoft.
Investors were told it
would earn around
£2.2million of royalties
for previously
released games
this year.

ANOTHER year, another
F1 game.

But unlike past years, F1 2019
isn’t just some reskin with a scattering of new drivers.

It has a barrage of fresh features as
well as getting an overall facelift —
plus there are some new and interesting twists to the core game as Codemasters try to get you to down another
£50 on the series for another year.
A huge part of the game is the
career mode, and you’ll spend a lot of
your time there as you climb the ladder to become world champion.
But in a first for the franchise, you
start in the F2 class. And no, it isn’t
just a rehash of F1, it’s a racing series
in its own right. The cars may not be
as fast as their bigger brothers but
have bags of handling and this makes
for some tight and up-close racing.
The game has also had an overhaul
when it comes to the way the career
moves forward. There is more of a
story feeling than you just being
thrown in the deep end and having to
do a bit of press in between races.
You are given a number of choices to
pick from across each race meeting
and these really shape your driving
career in the paddock when you’re not
behind the wheel.
But beware, your career in F2 is a
bit of a short-lived affair as you only
get a handful of races before being
fast-tracked into the world of F1. That
is a bit of a shame as the F2 side of
things feels fresh and interesting.
In a way it feels like this is Codemasters dipping its toe into the water
to see if there is interest in a more
fleshed-out story mode. In fact, a lot of

BIG Betty is heading to
Resonate! And no she isn’t a
YouTube superstar, she’s a 21m long
American-style truck that will be
making her Scottish debut at the
gaming festival on July
20-21 at the SEC in
Glasgow.
The HyperX eSports
vehicle will host the
final of the Scottish
eSports League where
contestants will battle it
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out to get their hands on a slice of
the £5,000 prize fund.
Fans will also get a taste of multiplayer games — such as Super
Smash Bros, Rainbow Six Siege,
CS:GO and Rocket League — as Big
Betty also boasts players’ lounge with 20
gaming stations and a
rooftop VIP area.
Buy tickets for Resonate at resonatetotal
gaming.com

RIGHT TRACK
F1 2019

Xbox one, PS4 and PC £45.99
the new features in the game feel like they
are really there to gauge interest with fans
and are a taste of things to come.
As for the racing, its solid across the
board. From F2 to F1 everything feels
weighted and handles well. Returning fans
will feel at home when they jump behind
the wheel of any of the horsepower monsters on show but newcomers will also be
able to jump into the action right away too.
And once you get to grips with things you
can then take your skills online and see
how you shape up against the best
in the world.
It’s fair to say eSports, which
now has its own section, and
online racing is a big focus
this year with a host of
modes and events to get stuck
into.
That will bag you some
sweet swag if you do well in
customising your driver and car.
Again this is a new addition but
again it feels like testing the
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LEGO have announced more
Overwatch sets — with two
due out soon.
Hammond will be getting a 227
kit that will let you build his
signature ride — the
armed-to-the-teeth
battle ball. It will set
you back £17.99.
Junkrat and
Roadhog are
teaming up for their

water (it isn’t as deep as the customising
seen in the likes of the Forza series, for
example). But it’s definitely a step in the
right direction.
Graphically the game has had a nip and
tuck and that photorealistic feel has been
polished to a mirror shine with tonnes of
little touches adding to the overall presentation — from the light beaming round the
halo system in Bahrain to the rain
beading on the camera lens as you
barrel around the Monaco streets.
are
modes
character
Alhough
improved they are still a bit odd looking at times. But the whole front end
of the menu system has been given a
fresh coat of paint and is
arguably easier to use.
Sound is solid as well, from
the beefy engines to that
dreaded thud of hitting the
crash barrier.
On top of the core game
there is also a DLC which
will add legends Ayrton
Senna and Alain Prost. It is
available with the F1 2019
Legends Edition of

set. It’s a 380 build of Roadhog’s
chopper and sidecar complete
with a Junkertown display stand.
Interestingly, Junkrat will be a
standard mini figure whereas
Roadhog will be a big figure, and it
is £44.99.
Both Lego Junkrat &
Roadhog and Lego
Wrecking Ball sets
are set to hit stores
on October 1.

the game or as a £14.99 download. This adds
both legends as well as the McLaren
MP4/5B and Ferrari F1-90 plus eight race
challenges from across the pair’s epic
careers and a few multiplayer car liveries
and race kit.
This really should have been part of the
package out the box as it adds a real weight
to the game and lets fans play as two icons
of the sport. Again you get a feeling of
it being a toe in the water and that
this historic rivals idea could really
take off.
Away from the DLC, there are also
issues with the online side — it’s a bit
clunky although we’re sure the bugs
will be ironed out soon.
F1 2019 is a great racer, no questions
there. It has a lot of new features to
make it stand out but does feel like Codemasters are playing it safe and just teasing
what is to come.
Fans will love it, though, and newcomers
will find it welcoming but challenging.
Is this the best F1 game ever? Yes — but
if Codemasters flesh out the new features,
F1 2020 will be something truly special.
HHHHH
STUART CULLEN
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1 Super Mario Maker 2
2 Crash Team Racing
Nitro-Fueled
3 F1 2019
4 Judgment
5 Mario Kart 8
Deluxe

CRACKDOWN 3 is about to get
a beefy new update that will add
new features like a wingsuit.
The Flying High campaign update
is available now to download for
FREE and also adds new gadgets
and weapons like the
Clusterduck grenade and
a Hellstorm Flare which
calls in air strikes.
But the Agency
Wingsuit is the star — you
can zip around the world

if I wanted to design and create a
livery for Ford. I’ve always wanted to
do a livery for a real manufacturer,
so it was a dream opportunity.” It’s
also available in Forza Horizon 4.

Disney get
better than
Crofty chat
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
TOP commentator David Croft admits he used his
inner Disney to voice the new F1 game.
Crofty — the voice of F1 commentaries on Sky
Sports — voiced a character in Planes in 2013 and
used that experience to help with the game.
He told STUART CULLEN: “You have to use your
imagination, as I recorded the script in January and
the game isn’t finished. In fact,
they are just getting the liveries
from the teams so there is
nothing I can really talk from.
“I was in a Disney film many,
many years ago called Planes, so
I know what it’s like with an
animated character and match
the mouth movements but this is
just my imagination. Luckily, I
have a vivid imagination so I can
picture myself standing in the
commentary box in Australia or overlooking the
harbour in Monaco.”
He is also fortunate that Codemasters let him go
off-script. He added: “When I say something it
normally leads into something else so there has to
be a bit of a script or the game will not work, but I
really love working with Codemasters because
they say ‘If you don’t think you’ll say it, just don’t say
it’. They want it to be the genuine Crofty.”
While most fans love his involvement as part of
the F1 experience, Crofty, above, admits he doesn’t
get the same respect at home.
He said: “It’s an absolute privilege because I get
people coming up to me all the time when I am at
races and they say ‘Crofty, I am playing the game
all the time and my kids hang on
your every word’ which is really
nice as I wish my kids hung on
my every word.
“My boys tend to flick past the
bits I am on and give it ‘Dad, we
have heard it all before’. In fact,
they are brutal.”
This year’s game sees the rise
of the legends and Crofty
believes this could be a real hit.
He said: “F1 has just celebrated its 1,000th grand prix, in China, and now is a
very good time to celebrate the legends. Wouldn’t
it be great to see Stirling Moss (left) and Juan Manuel Fangio? Stirling Moss is still the greatest driver
never to have won a championship and Fangio
won five. Maybe in F1 2020 we could get Stirling
Moss the world championship he so deserves.
“There are so many legends in F1 like Jackie
Stewart and some really great characters that can
be brought to life, as well as some truly great cars.
“And, with the game having the F2 class, we
should really bring back a time when F1 drivers
drove all manner of different cars. That way we
could also bring back Jim Clark, as a legend as
well.”
Crofty is 100 per cent behind the eSports
revolution. He admitted: “I am involved in the Race
Of Champions and there is an eSports team as well
as a competition. The eSports guys like Rudy van
Buren and Brandon Leigh (below) have been so
impressive in how they have gone from eSports to
track. I don’t think there is any substitute for real
track time but you can hone your skills
on the virtual track.
“Guys like Lando Norris have
shown this year already. Lando
went down to Australia and it was
his debut in F1 and he’s never
been there let alone raced there
but he put his car into Q3.
“He’s been able to do that
because he’s done 600-odd laps
virtually on the SIM at McLaren
as well as at home.”

and reach new heights, attack
enemies from above and fly in seven
races.
There is also a new Elemental
Forge gadget which lets you
summon four melee weapons, each
with its own
environmental damage
effects.
And if that wasn’t
enough the update also
brings 14 new
achievements to unlock.

ALL
episodes of
Telltale’s Walking
Dead are getting
re-released in a single
package on September
10 — complete with 10
hours of developer
commentary, art
galleries and
140 music
tracks.
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